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Abstract 

T wo 3D seismic data sets from the Lena Field, Gulf of Mexico, 
are analyzed for time-lapse effects. The seismic analysis 

involves cross equalization and  residual migration of the 

post-stack seismic data, as well as full reprocessing and attribute 
analyses. The time-lapse differences for the B80 reservoir are 
compared with production data, geologic models, flow simula- 
tions, and forward seismic models. The time-lapse seismic dif- 
ference anomaly is interpreted to be a region of gas invasion. 
Areas bypassed by the injected gas are identified from 4D seismic 
data as opportunities for infill drilling. Successful interpretation 
of this time-lapse seismic data illustrates the importance of inte- 
grating the results of modeling and simulation ~vi th seismic pro- 
cessing and interpretation. 

Introduction 
Seismic monitoring (time-lapse or 4D seismic) has the potential 
to significantly increase recovery in existing and new fields. One 
important issue is thc significance of the seismic difference 
anomaly relative to nonrepeatable noise. While future field 
developments \hould benefit from seismic acquisition designed 
for time-lapse monitoring, current seismic monitoring opportu- 
nities conslst of existing fields for which one or more 3D seismic 
surveys have already been acquired. The reliability of a 4D inter- 
pretation is n~easured by the repeatability and the reconciliation 
of the time-lapse anomaly with geologic and production data. 
The objective of this paper is to interpret the seismic difference 
observed in the Lena B80 reservoir through the use of geologic 
modeling, flow simulation, m d  seismic modeling. 

B80 Reservoir and Production History 
The Lena Field (Mississippi Canyon Block 25 1 ) is located south 
of the modern Mississippi delta in 1,000 feet of water. The field 
is situated on the western flank of a salt diapir within '1 fault- 

bounded intraslope basin. The B80 reservoir is located about 

10,500 feet below sea level and is interpreted as a low-stand fan 
systems tract representing deposition in distributary lobes com- 
posed of amalgamated and channelized turbidites. The average 
total porosity of the B80 sands is 27% and the permeability 
ranges from 30-200 md. The average reservoir thickness is 100 
feet with a net-to-gross of 47%. 

Oil production in the B80 reservoir began in 1984. The B80 ha:; 

been depleted by a combination of bottom water and gas-cap 
expansion drive, supplemented with up-dip gas injection. 
Pressure decline below the bubble is believed to have trapped 
about 5% gas in the entire oil leg. In 1987 gas injection was ini- 
tiated just below the original gas-oil contact. Gas quickly broke 

through to producers resulting from gravity. By 1995, most 
down-structure wells had watered out and many producers had 
high GOR production. 

Seismlc Data 
A preproduction 3D seismic survey was acquired over the Lena 
Field in 1983 and a regional 3D spec survey covering the field 
was acquired in 1995, after 11 years of production. The 1983 
survey was acquired in an east-west direction and the 1995 
survey was shot in a N58"E direction. Initial differences in the 
two seismic data volumes are substantial and are due primarily 
to diffcrent acquisition and processing parameters. 

A stepwise approach was taken regarding the processing of the 
two data volumes. Post-stack reprocessing represents an inex- 
pensive, rapid analysis technique, whereas reprocessing both 
data sets represents a more rigorous, expensive, and time-con- 
wrning methodology. 

One of the obstacles to full reprocessing IS that the nav~gation 
data for the 1983 data are unavailable. Navigation information 
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For the b e y  kwdip B80 twxwir, whi i  is rrmoved horn 
the a l t  dome flank, the time-lapse differmce anomaly is similar 
for each pmasdingnrs~m 

Rcrvvoir Aow airnuhion and the 3D p l *  modd uc und m 
gcmate a synthetic KHmic d i c e  volume Pchophyaiul 
a d y s u  based on sonic and dcndty lop relate the rcmpir  
propertied in the geologic and simulation models to seismic 
prop& Acoraga6aonofthe lynthtkmdwtuslrdanic dif- 
f c m c n  is uwd to facilitate nht interpretation of rrscwolr 
~ b m g d b y 4 D s c i S r n ~ d s h .  

Q . o k l p c M o d d r M l l ~  
Grotogic mod& of e f k h  pomPity ~d d u l c  d u r n  we ini- 
tially cencm~ted independently breach pamqucncc using 
Sequential Gaurr*n rhnuhion. 6ccaw the h e i r  is bdow 
seismically molvabk thickness, coIIocated celuiging with 
Bqncian updating Is used to incorpome n M c  amplitude 
0ttri6ute infomnti~n in thegeologic modd. Thesciaaicuaibutc 
is concctcd for the efFca of reservoir Ruids using fofwcrd 

Pciqmic d c l i n g .  The resulting I.Emvoir flow model har a 
good matsh between the airaufrted and actual GurnuQtive 
production w i r y  of thc BsO meNoir* 

SeQtJc- 
Synthetic 3D seismic wlumcs nprrsrntativc of the 1983 and 
1995 h e i r  caxlitioar arc derived fran the geologic modek 
reservoir flow dmulations, and ptrophy6kslanaIy6&. The man 
s ip i i an t  change in the seismic response bmv&n 1983 and 
1995 -in the a p  expamion or ~ P T  injection mne. The 
seismic di&rcnce anomdy in Figure 2 is located in the 
area invaded by vs md rrpmmta regions of s i g n i h t  gas 
6phuatIon change& 

1- 
As &own in P i n  3, the anomaly h mtricted to the ctntnl 
ponion of the r e ~ ~ ~ i ~ r  suggating that dmc mny k regions of 
bypiwed oil or areas not contacted by t p  to the north and 
th~r~urb .  Theamtothenanbmaybcanarcaofpo~rraur- 
wir qualily or ah area swpt by wwzs suggcned by the %ow 
hulation. Both wnditions will result in little seianic change. 
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Thus, an area of bypassed oil is identified to the south near the 
A29ST well. The interpretation is consistent with well produc- 
tion data. 

c-wlone 
Lena represents a significant challenge for the application of  

time-lapse seismic methodology. Even so, the time-lapse seismic 
analysis at Lena represents an important success. Post-stack 
prowsing and full reprocessing of the seismic data have shown 
that time-lapse differences in the B80 reservoir are distinct and 
robust. These Uerences are interpreted using reservoir simula- 
tion and forward seismic modeling to be the result of gas cap 
expansion and/or gas injection. By comparing measured 
time-lapse seismic differences with model predictions, areas 
bypassed by the injected gas can be identified. The identification 
of potentially bypassed oil may affect future drilling decisions. 
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Fllpve i Seismic difference volume. The average absolube amplitude 
map is calnrlnted around the 880 rcpectronfrom tfre dffetence volume. 
The polygon outlines approximately the B80 reservoir. 

Figure 2. Cross-sections /ram 1983, 1995, and difference seismic models. 
The greatest change occurs in the gas-invaded zone. The top 880 horizon 
time is shown by the line on the difference. 

Flare -. 3 0  visualization of the 880 seismic difference. Web A28, A25, 
A17 have watered out, wells A5, A7, A25ST are gas injectors or producers, 
wells A28S1; A 18, A 17ST are oil producers and the well A29ST was lost 
durine a workover in 1994. 
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